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FEATURE-CONSTRAINT LOGICS 
FOR UNIFICATION GRAMMARS* 

GERT SMOLKA 

D This paper studies feature-description languages that have been developed 
for use in unification grammars, logic programming, and knowledge repre- 
sentation. The distinctive notational primitives of these languages are 
features that can be understood as unary partial functions on a domain of 
abstract objects. We show that feature-description languages can be cap- 
tured naturally as sublanguages of first-order predicate logic with equality 
and show the equivalence of a loose Tarski semantics with a fixed 
feature-graph semantics for quantifier-free constraints. For quantifier-free 
constraints we give a constraint solving method and show the NP-com- 
pleteness of satisfiability checking. For general feature constraints with 
quantifiers satisfiability is shown to be undecidable. Moreover, we investi- 
gate an extension of the logic with sort predicates and set-denoting 
expressions called feature terms. a 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade a new type of grammar formalism, now commonly referred to as 
unification grammars, has evolved from research in linguistics, computational 
linguistics, and artificial intelligence. In contrast to augmented transition networks 
(among their precursors), unification-grammar formalisms provide for the declara- 
tive or logical specification of linguistic knowledge. Nevertheless, unification gram- 
mars are aimed towards operational use in parsing and generating natural 
language. 

Conceptually, a unification-grammar formalism can be divided into a phrase- 
structure component and a constraint logic. The phrase-structure components of 
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some formalisms are given by context-free rules. In these formalisms the context- 
free phrase-structure rules are augmented with constraints taken from the con- 
straint logic. These constraints further confine the derivations licensed by the 
phrase-structure rules. Thus grammatical knowledge can be formulated at two 
levels, the phrase-structure and the constraint level. In practice most of the 
grammatical knowledge is expressed at the constraint level. Since the phrase-struc- 
ture component provides for inductive definition (or, from the computational point 
of view, recursion), the constraint logic can be kept decidable. 

Two types of constraint logics have been used in unification-grammar for- 
malisms. The constraint logic of definite-clause grammars [36] is identical with the 
constraint logic of PROLOG and consists of first-order equations interpreted in 
the free term algebra. The other type of constraint logic, which evolved with the 
now predominant feature-based unification grammars, is based on the notion of 
features and has only recently become subject of theoretical investigation and 
formalization. It is this family of constraint logics that we further establish and 
investigate in this paper. 

In the context of unification grammars, a feature is a functional property or 
attribute of abstract (linguistic) objects. For instance, the abstract object associated 
with the sentence 

John sings a song 

may have the features subject, predicate, object, and tense. Mathematically, fea- 
tures can be modeled as partial functions that can be applied to abstract objects. 
If, for instance, the feature object is applied to the abstract object representing the 
above sentence, one obtains a further abstract object representing the object 
phrase “a song”. Primitive abstract objects are atoms like singular, plural, or 
present that don’t have features defined on them. Since the relevant properties of 
abstract objects are determined by the values of the features defined on them, 
abstract objects can be represented as rooted graphs. The nodes of such a “feature 
graph” stand for abstract objects, and the edges represent the defined features. 

Figure 1 shows a feature graph that may represent the abstract object associated 
with the sentence “John sings a song”.’ This graph states that the sentence 
consists of a subject (John), a predicate (sings), and an object (a song). It also states 
that the agent of the singing is given by the subject of the sentence and what is 
sung is given by the object of the sentence. Moreover, the graph states that the 
tense of the sentence is present. 

Two kinds of feature descriptions have been developed. Bresnan and Kaplan’s 
lexical-functional grammar [17], Shieber’s PATR-II formalism 1461, and Johnson’s 
attribute-value logic [16] employ boolean combinations of equations built from 
features (used as unary functions), atoms (used as constants), and variables. Kay’s 
functional uni$cution grammar [24,26,25], AIt-Kaci’s $-term calculus [3,2,4], and 
Kasper and Rounds’s logic [23,39] employ set-denoting expressions, called feature 
terms in this paper, that come in different syntactic guises (Figure 2 gives an 
example). Feature terms have much in common with the concept descriptions of 

‘How the abstract object associated with a sentence looks is determined by the grammar. Unifica- 
tion-grammar formalisms are comparable to programming languages in that the same set of sentences 
can be specified by many different grammars relying on different linguistic theories. 
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FIGURE 1. A feature graph. 

terminological logics [5,33,341 used in knowledge representation. In fact, Ait-Kaci’s 
e-term calculus was developed independently of the linguistically oriented ap- 
proaches for application in logic programming and knowledge representation. 

This paper shows that both kinds of feature descriptions can be captured as 
sublanguages of first-order predicate logic with equality. This reduction to a very 
well-understood framework is surprisingly natural and brings much simplicity and 
clarity. This approach was suggested by Bresnan and Kaplan’s pioneering paper on 
lexical-functional grammar [17] and has been worked out further in Johnson’s 
dissertation [16]. However, the present paper, which is an elaboration of [47], 
shows for the first time that the feature-term description of Kay, Ait-Kaci, and 
Kasper and Rounds can be embedded as well into predicate logic. It turns out that 
feature terms are merely a syntactic extension, which can be eliminated in linear 
time. 

In lexical-functional grammar, feature equations are interpreted in a domain of 
feature graphs (see Figure 1 for an example). In this paper we will admit much 
more general interpretations called feature algebras. The set of all feature graphs 

FIGURE 2. A feature term. 
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can be arranged to one particular feature algebra, the so-called feature-graph 
algebra. We will show that the feature-graph algebra is canonical in that a 
quantifier-free constraint is satisfiable in some feature algebra if and only if it is 
satisfiable in the feature-graph algebra. 

To employ unification grammars for parsing, one needs a solution method for 
the employed feature constraints. In the case of equational descriptions the 
solution method can be a constraint-solving method, which simplifies a constraint 
to a certain normal form and thereby determines whether the constraint is 
satisfiable. For feature terms so-called unification methods have been developed, 
which compute for two feature terms in normal form a new feature term in normal 
form combining their information. We show that feature-term unification can be 
reduced to the more general but, nevertheless, technically simpler constraint 
solving. 

It was the unification operation for feature terms conceived by Kay that led to 
the name unification grammars, Unfortunately, this name is rather misleading, 
since it is derived from an operation that may or may not be employed in an 
implementation of a unification-grammar formalism. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline a simple 
unification-grammar formalism based on context-free phrase-structure rules to 
illustrate the basic ideas and the interaction between phrase-structure rules and 
feature constraints. In Section 3, we introduce the possible interpretations 
of feature descriptions, which we call feature algebras. Furthermore, we formalize 
feature graphs and show that they constitute one possible feature algebra, which, 
as it will turn out in Section 5, enjoys important prototypical properties. In Section 
4, we define constraints and start with the development of a constraint-solving 
algorithm. In Section 5, we develop the remaining phase of the constraint-solving 
algorithm and prove several of our main theorems. In Section 6, we extend our 
formalism to feature terms. In Section 7, we further extend our formalism to sorts. 
In Section 8, we prove two undecidability results, one concerning quantified 
constraints and one concerning cyclic sort equations. The final Section 9 relates 
our approach to previous work and discusses possible extensions. 

2. CONSTRAINT GRAMMARS 

In this section we outline a simple unification-grammar formalism based on 
context-free phrase-structure rules and feature equations. Grammars in this for- 
malism will be called constraint grammars. 

To have an example, we will model simple sentences consisting of a subject, a 
predicate and an object (like “John sings a song”). For this we use the familiar 
phrase-structure rules 

S +NPVP, 
NP+DN, 
VP -+V NP. 

One phrase-structure tree licensed by the rules is shown in Figure 3. Every node of 
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FIGURE 3. A phrase-structure tree. 

can be arranged to one particular feature algebra, the so-called feature-graph 
algebra. We will show that the feature-graph algebra is canonical in that a 
quantifier-free constraint is satisfiable in some feature algebra if and only if it is 
satisfiable in the feature-graph algebra. 

S+NPVP 

subjS&NP A S&VP, 
NP+DN 

NPLDAN, 
VP -+V NP 

VP&V A objVP&NP. 

The constraints of the rules define a constraint for every phrase-structure tree 
licensed by the rules. For the phrase-structure tree in Figure 3 we obtain the 
constraint 

3NP 3VP 3V 3NP, 3D 3N (subjS&NP A S-VP A 
VP&V A objVP&NP, A 
NP, AD L N). 

The constraints are formulas as in predicate logic. All variables but the root 
variable are existentially quantified. The feature equation subj S 1 NP, for in- 
stance, says that NP is the value of the feature subj applied to S. Features are 
unary partial functions. The variables in the constraints range over abstract objects 
representing the concrete phrases. 

The constraints of the phrase-structure rules yield the skeleton in which the 
constraints coming with the lexical rules are put. Note that the constraint of the 
phrase-structure tree in Figure 3 identifies the variables D and N representing 
the determiner and noun of the noun phrase NP,. Hence the constraints for the 
determiner and noun apply to the same abstract object. With that it is easy to 
enforce that the determiner and noun are either both in plural or both in singular. 
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For instance, we may have the lexical rules 

D-ta 
specD Aa A 
num D L sg, 

N -+ song 
pred N L song A 
num N A sg, 

N -+ songs 
pred N A songs A 
num N g pl. 

Now the noun phrase “a song” yields the satisfiable constraint 

NP,ADkN A 
specD&a A numD&sg A 

pred N g song A num N 2 sg, 

while the ungrammatical noun phrase “a songs” yields the unsatisfiable constraint 

specD&a A numD&sg A 

pred N L songs A num N L pl. 

The unsatisfiability of the constraint stems from the fact that we assume that the 
atoms sg and pl are different. 

Now consider the lexical entry for the verb sings: 

V + sings 
tense V L present A 
verb pred V A sing A 

agent pred V A subj V A 

what pred V A obj V A 

num subj V k sg A 

person subj V L 3rd. 

Since the constraints of the phrase-structure rules equate the variables S, VP, and 
V of the phrase-structure tree in Figure 3, the constraints of the verb directly 
constrain the entire sentence. This makes good sense, since the predicate of a 
sentence dominates the sentence syntactically and semantically. The tense of the 
predicate, for instance, is also the tense of the entire sentence. This arrangement 
also makes it easy to enforce agreement in numerus and person between the 
subject and the predicate of the sentence. The last two constraints of the lexical 
rule for sings prescribe the numerus and the person of the subject of the sentence, 
since we have 

subjS&NP A S-VP A VP&V A 

num subjV r sg A person subj V L 3rd, 

which implies 

num NP --1 sg A person NP L 3rd. 
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FIGURE 4. A complete phrase-structure tree. 

If we add the lexical rule 

NP + John 
pred NP A john A 
numNP&sg A 
person NP A 3rd, 

we can account for the sentence “John sings a song”. Figure 4 shows the 
phrase-structure tree of this sentence, whose constraint in its full glory is shown in 
Table 1. This monster is logically equivalent to the more digestible constraint 

3S3PZlO(subjxAS A predx-P A objxG0 A tensex&present A 

pred S k john A num S A sg A person S A 3rd A 

verbP&sing A agentP&S A whatPA A 

SpecO-a A numO&sg A predO&song), 

whose graphical representation is the feature graph in Figure 1. This shows 

TABLE 1 

3NP 3VP 3V 3NP, 3D 3N ( 
(subjS&NP A S&VP) A 

(predNP Ajohn A numNP -sg A person NPk3rd) A 
(VP&V A objVP&NP,) A 

(tense V L present A 
verb pred V &sing A 

agentpredV&subjV A 

what pred V Aobj V A 
num subj V -sg A 

person subj V G3rd) A 

(NP, AD LN) A 

(SpecD &a A num D Gsg) A 

(pred N &song A num N Lsg)) 

S-+NPW 
NP + John 
V?‘+VNP 
v + sings 

NP-+DN 
D-ta 
N -+ song 
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another nice property of our grammar formalism: The satisfiable constraint of a 
phrase-structure tree can serve as a logical representation of the corresponding 
reading of the sentence. 

A sequence of words is licensed by a constraint grammar if it has at least one 
phrase-structure tree whose constraint is satisfiable. Given a constraint grammar, 
we call a phrase-structure tree admissible if its constraints is satisfiable, and we call 
a sequence of words a sentence if it has at least one admissible phrase-structure 
tree. Typically, a sentence will have several admissible phrase-structure trees 
corresponding to different possible readings of the sentence. 

The constraint of a phrase-structure tree is defined inductively with respect to 
the structure of the tree. Hence the constraint of a phrase-structure tree can be 
computed incrementally during the construction of the tree. Since one is interested 
in the logical meaning of the constraint and not its internal syntactic structure, it 
suffices to compute the constraint up to logical equivalence. Thus one is free to 
simplify partial constraints to logically equivalent ones during the construction of a 
phrase-structure tree. 

Constraints in our grammar formalism are built from feature equations using 
conjunction and existential quantification. Such constraints are unsatisfiable if a 
subconstraint is unsatisfiable. Hence, if the constraint of a partial phrase-structure 
tree turns out to be unsatisfiable, one knows that the partial phrase-structure tree 
cannot be completed to an admissible phrase-structure tree. Thus an efficient 
parser for our constraint grammars will employ an incremental constraint-solving 
method that, given a constraint, simplifies it to a logically equivalent normal form 
exhibiting unsatisfiability. Since the nonlexical rules combine the constraints of the 
constituents by conjunction, the constraint-solving method can be specialized in 
that it computes the normal form of the conjunction of two constraints in normal 
form. In the literature on unification grammars such constraint-solving methods 
are often called unification methods. 

The grammar can be written such that the constraint of an admissible phrase- 
structure tree of a sentence is a convenient representation of the corresponding 
reading of the sentence. In the simple constraint logic employed so far, every 
satisfiable constraint can be represented without loss of information as a feature 
graph, which can serve as a convenient data structure for subsequent, more 
semantically oriented processing steps of a natural-language understanding system. 

Obviously, there are some strong analogies between constraint grammar for- 
malisms and (logic) programming languages in that grammar formalisms allow for 
very different grammars describing the same set of sentences. How a grammar is 
written depends mainly on the linguistic theory being adhered to, but also on 
operational properties like efficiency for parsing. 

The word problem of a grammar is to decide for a given sequence of words 
whether it is a sentence of the grammar. One can show that even the simple 
formalism outlined above allows for grammars having an undecidable word prob- 
lem, by adapting proofs given by Johnson [161 or Rounds and Manaster-Ramer [401 
for slightly different formalisms. For grammars employing a decidable constraint 
logic (that is, it is decidable whether a constraint is satisfiable), the off-line 
parsability constraint [17] is a sufficient condition for the decidability of the word 
problem. A grammar satisfies the off-line parsability constraint if the number of 
different phrase-structure trees (not necessarily admissible) of a sequence of words 
is bounded by a computable function of the length of that sequence. The off-line 
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parsability constraint is satisfied, for instance, if the right-hand side of every 
context-free rule contains either at least one terminal or at least two nonterminals. 

If a word has more than one meaning,* one can either have several lexical rules 
for the same word or have only one rule whose constraint is obtained as the 
disjunction of the constraints describing the different meanings. Sometimes it is 
also convenient to use logical implication in the constraints of lexical rules. For 
instance, the constraint for the word “sing” may contain the implication 

person subj V A 3rd --f num subj V L pl, 

which can be read as: If the subject of the sentence is in third person, then it must 
be in plural. 

The simple unification-grammar formalism sketched here bears much resem- 
blance with the PATR formalism developed at SRI International by Shieber and his 
colleagues [46,43]. It is also closely related to Bresnan and Kaplan’s lexical-func- 
tional grammar formalism (LFG) [17]. Other unification grammar formalisms such 
as Kay’s functional unification grammar (FUG) [24,26,25,40]. Uszkoreit’s categorial 
unification grammar [49], or Pollard and Sag’s HPSG [37] employ different phrase- 
structure rules and different feature constraints. 

Shieber’s [44] introduction to unification-based approaches to grammar is an 
excellent survey of existing formalisms and provides the linguistic motivations our 
presentation is lacking. Other state-of-the-art guides into this fascinating area of 
research are [37] and [35]. Johnson’s thesis [16] gives a formal account of an 
LFG-like formalism and investigates a feature-constraint language with disjunctions 
and negations. Shieber’s thesis [45] gives a rigorous formalization of the PATR 
formalism. 

3. FEATURE ALGEBRAS AND FEATURE GRAPHS 

In this section we define the possible interpretations of the feature descriptions to 
be discussed. These interpretations are called feature algebras and are like the 
usual interpretations of predicate logic. However, we admit only constants and 
features as nonlogical symbols, where features are binary predicates that must be 
interpreted as functional relations. 

We assume three pairwise disjoint sets of symbols: variables (denoted by 
X, y, z), features (denoted by f, g, h), and constants (denoted by a, b, c>. Constants 
are also called atoms. We assume that there are infinitely many variables. The 
letters s and t will always denote variables or atoms. 

A feature algebra .Y is a pair (D9;-“) consisting of a nonempty set Ds (the 
domain of 3) and an interpretation function e4 assigning to every atom a an 
element u46 D4 and to every feature f a set of ordered pairs f”C D/X 
D” such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) If (d,e) and (d,e’) are in f “, then e = e’ (features are functional). 

(2) If a #b, then a”# by (unique-name assumption). 

(3) If f is a feature and a is an atom, then there exists no d E D” such that 
(& d) E f x (atoms are primitive). 

2For instance, the word “drink” can be used as transitive verb or as noun. 
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The first condition says that features are interpreted as unary partial functions, 
and the third condition says that features must not be defined on atoms. We write 
fS(d) = e if and only if Cd, e) of< Furthermore, the domain of a feature f in a 
feature algebra 3 is 

D( f4) := {d E D”)3e E D4: (d, e) l f4} . 

Next we define feature graphs (Figure 1 shows an example of a feature graph). 
The set of all feature graphs will yield a special feature algebra that enjoys 
prototypical properties comparable to the properties of term algebras in equa- 
tional logic. 

A feature graph is a finite, rooted, connected, and directed graph whose edges 
are labeled with features. For every node, the labels of the edges departing from it 
must be pairwise distinct. Moreover, every inner node of a feature graph must be 
variable, and every terminal node must be either an atom or a variable. Feature 
graphs can be seen as finite deterministic automata, which is the formalization 
given by Kasper and Rounds [23,39]. In contrast to Kasper and Rounds, however, 
we admit cyclic feature graphs. 

Formally, an f-edge from x fo s is a triple xfs such that x is a variable, f is a 
feature, and s is either a variable or an atom. A feature graph is either a pair 
(a,@), where a is an atom and fl is the empty set, or a pair (x0, E), where x0 is a 
variable (the root) and E is a finite, possibly empty set of edges such that 

(1) the graph is determinate, that is, if xfs and xft are in E, then s = t; 

(2) the graph is connected, that is, if xfs E E, then E contains edges leading 
from the root x0 to the node x. 

A feature graph G is called a subgruph of a feature graph G’ if the root of G is 
a variable or atom occurring in G’ and every edge of G is an edge of G’. The 
subgraphs of a feature graph G are partially ordered by 

G’<G” ti G’ is a subgraph of G”. 

If G is a feature graph and s is an atom or variable occurring in G, we use G, to 
denote the unique maximal subgraph of G whose root is S. 

The feature-graph algebra F is defined as follows: 

(1) DF is the set of all feature graphs. 

(2) u 9 is the feature graph <a,@>. 

(3) (G, G’) E f F if and only if G h as an edge xfs such that x is the root of G 
and G’ = G,. 

One verifies easily that 9 is a feature algebra. 
Feature graphs can be understood as data structures representing information. 

There exists a natural preorder on feature graphs, usually called subsumption 
preorder, that orders feature graphs according to their information content. The 
subsumption preorder is such that two feature graphs are equivalent if and only if 
they are equal up to consistent variable renaming.3 It turns out that the subsump- 

3However, the feature-graph algebra F does not identify feature graphs that are equivalent. In the 
presence of negative constraints 9 would fail to be canonical if equivalent feature graphs were 
identified (see Section 5). 
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tion preorder on feature graphs generalizes to general feature algebras.4 To this 
purpose we define the notion of a partial homomorphism between feature alge- 
bras. 

Let S and / be feature algebras. A partial homomorphism from 3 to 2 is a 

partial function y from D9 to Df such that 

(1) if a is an atom and y is defined on a”, then y(a”> = ad; 

(2) if f is a feature and f” and y are defined on d E D”, then y is defined on 
f”(d), f” ’ d fi d is e ne on y(d), and fb(y(d)) = y(f”(d)). 

A partial endomorphism of a feature algebra 3 is a partial homomorphism from 
S to 3. 

Let 3 be a feature algebra. The subsumption preorder s:” of X is a preorder 
on D.” defined as follows: 

d s:“e e 3 partial endomorphism y of 3 
such that y(d) = e. 

If d =/e, we say that d is more general than e (in 3) or, inversely, that e is more 
specific than d (in 3). Furthermore, we say that d and e are equivalent (in 3) if 
d sSe and e s:“d. 

Next we show that the subsumption preorder s ZJ of the feature-graph algebra 
9 coincides with the subsumption order on feature graphs given by Kasper and 
Rounds [23,39]. To this purpose we introduce paths, 

A path is a finite, possibly empty sequence of features. The letters p and q will 
always denote paths. Let 3 be a feature algebra and p =f,, . . . fl be a path. Then 
p is interpreted as a unary partial function pJ from D.P to D4 defined as follows: 
If p is empty (that is, n = 01, then p,’ is the identity function of D9; otherwise 

P 4 is the composition of the partial functions f/, . . . , ff, where f< is applied 
first. As with features, we write p9(d) = e if and only if Cd, e) up-? 

Let 3 be a feature algebra and d E D< Then e E D4 is called a component of 
d if there exists a path p such that e =p4(d>. 

Proposition 3.1. Let y be a partial homomorphism from a feature algebra 3 to a 
feature algebra x, and let p be a path. If y and p9 are defined on d E D”, then 
y is defined on p/Cd), pf is defined on y(d), and y(p”(d)) =pf(d)). Hence, if 
y is defined on d E D”, then y is defined on every component of d and maps every 
component of d to a component of y(d). 

Proposition 3.2. Let G be a feature graph. Then the components of G in 9- are 
exactly the maximal subgraphs of G. Furthermore, for every atom or variable s 
occurring in G there exists a unique component of G whose root is s, and all 
components of G can be obtained this way. 

Theorem 3.3. The subsumption preorder of the feature-graph algebra Y is character- 
ized as follows: G s Y- G’ if and only if there exists a mapping 8 from the variables 

4This was discovered first by Bill Rounds, who presented the idea in a seminar he gave in the 
summer of 1989 at the University of Stuttgart. 
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and atoms occurring in G to the cariables and atoms occurring in G’ such that 

(1) 0 maps the root of G to the root of G’, 

(2) if a is an atom occurring in G, then ea = a, 

(3) if xfs is an edge of G, then (Ox) f (0s) is an edge of G’. 

PROOF. (1): Let y be a partial endomorphism of F such that y(G) = G’. For every 
atom or variable s occurring in G we define 0s to be the root of y(GJ. Since y 
maps the components of G to components of G’, we have y(GJ = G& for every 
variable or atom s occurring in G. If s is the root of G, then 8s is the root of G’, 
since y(G) = G’. If a is an atom occurring in G, then G;, = y(G,I = ~(a,~) = a.4 
and hence ea = a. If xfs is an edge of G, then 

and hence (0x) f (es) is an edge of G’. 
(2): Let G and G’ be feature graphs and 0 be a mapping as required. Then we 

define y(G,) = G& for every variable or atom s occurring in G. 
Then we have y(G) = y(GJ = G;, = G’, where s is the root of G. 
If y is defined on a”, then y(aF) = y(G,) = G;,G; = a? 
Let G, be a component of G such that fF is defined on G,. We have to show 

that y( f s<GX>> = f F(y(GX)). Since f s is defined on G,, we know that G contains 
an edge xfs such that f F(GX) = G,. Consequently, G’ contains the edge (0x1 f (es). 
Hence y( f s<G,>> = y(GJ = G& = f s(G&) = f F(y(GX)). 0 

Corollary 3.4. The subsumption preorder sF of the feature-graph algebra F is 
linear-time decidable. 

4. FEATURE CONSTRAINTS 

The basic strategy of this paper is to accommodate feature descriptions as 
sublanguages of predicate logic with equality. In the previous section we have seen 
that the available nonlogical symbols are restricted to atoms and features and that 
the admissible interpretations, called feature algebras, must satisfy certain restric- 
tions. In this section we will study the admissible formulas. 

Since we don’t have proper function symbols, a term in the sense of predicate 
logic is either a variable or an atom. (Recall that features are accommodated as 
binary-predicate symbols.) As stated before, the letters s and t will always denote 
terms. As atomic formulas we have f(s, t) and s A t, where f is a feature. Atomic 
formulas of the form f<s, t) will be written fs A t to suggest the functionality of 
features. From these two forms of atomic formulas we can build complex formulas 
using the usual connectives and quantifiers of predicate logic. For convenience, we 
will introduce additional syntactic forms, which, however, will not add any further 
expressivity. 

The notion of a variable assignment is crucial for assigning meaning to formulas 
containing variables. Most presentations of predicate logic define a three-place 
relation 3, (Y b 4 (called satisfaction) holding if the formula 4 is satisfied by the 
interpretation 3 assuming the variable assignment LY. For our purposes it is more 
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convenient to introduce a function 

that maps a formula C$ and an interpretation 3 to the set of all variable 
assignments (Y into 3 such that 3 satisfies C/J under LY. The assignments in 

V are called the solutions of 4 in 3. From this perspective it is natural to see a 
formula as a constraint that restricts the values the variables occurring in it can 
take. For instance, the formula agex L y admits exactly those assignments that 
assign to x a value on which the feature age is defined and yields the value 

assigned to Y.~ 
Let 3 be a feature algebra. An &assignment is a mapping from the set of all 

variables to the domain of 3. We use ASS[~] to denote the set of all sassign- 
men&. Furthermore, if (Y is an &assignment and d E D”, we use (w[x + dl to 
denote the &assignment obtained from (Y by mapping x to d rather than to a(x). 

Here are the constraints we are going to use: 

4, * -‘ps A qt feature equation 
PS t divergence (“p undefined on s”) 
4 A * conjunction 
14 negation 
4 V IJ disjunction 
4 + * implication 
3x(4) existential quantification 
Vx(4) universal quantification. 

Recall that p and q always stand for paths, and that s and t always stand for 
variables or atoms. Since paths can be empty, feature equations subsume the 
atomic constraints fs 1 t and s A t. We will write ps + qt and s + t as abbrevia- 
tions for 1 ps A qt and 7 s A t, respectively. The free ctariables of a constraint are 
defined as in predicate logic. A constraint is called closed if it has no free 
variables. In the following 4 and I,!J always stand for constraints as defined above. 

Let 3 be a feature algebra. For every sassignment (Y we define sf as follows: 
s4= (Y(X) if s is the variable x, and s 4= up if s 
d:fine the solutions of constraints in /as follows: 

is the atom a. With that we 

(ps A qt)“:= {a E Ass[ >] 13d E D”: (s,“, d) Ep4 A (t,“, d) E q$ 

(ps~)~:={a~~ss[~]ltld~D~:(s~,d) $Zpq, 

(4 A !kY:= &+l $I”, 
(7 4)9:=ASS[s] - 45 

(4 v $Y:=43J *“, 
(4 + I,h)+= (ASS[ $1 - 4”) u $“, 

(3x(4)>“:= (LY E Ass[ >] 13d E D”: a[ x + d] E 49 

(‘G’x(~)>“:= {LY E Ass[ 3-1 Ivd E D”: a[ x + d] E 4-7. 

We call a constraint satisfiable if there exists a feature algebra in which it has a 
solution, and we call two constraints 4 and I) equivalent (written 4 N $) if 

‘The notion of constraint used here is worked out in a more general form in [13]. 
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+,“= 4,” for every feature algebra X. Furthermore, we say that a feature algebra 
.Y satisfies a constraint C#J if +“= ASS[~]. Note that 3 satisfies C$ if and only if 
7 C#J has no solution in .-K 

We will call the logic given by the class of feature algebras and the constraints 
introduced above feature logic. Feature logic is parametrized with respect to the 
atoms, features, and variables we employ. 

Several of the introduced constraint forms are redundant. In particular, one can 
eliminate in linear time divergences, implications, disjunctions, and universal 
quantifications using the following equivalences: 

PST - 73x( ps A x) if x#s, 

++rL N 74v*, 

4v* N l(l4A l$), 

V”(4) Iv 13X(--l 4). 

The class of all feature algebras can be axiomatized. Let FA be a minimal set of 
constraints satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) if 

(2) if 

(3) if 

a and b are distinct atoms, then FA contains the constraint 

a+b 

f is a feature, then FA contains a constraint 

fxAyr\fxAz -+ y-z 

f is a feature and a is an atom, then FA contains a constraint 

73x(fa G X). 

Note that FA is finite if there are only finitely many atoms and features. 

Proposition 4.1. The class of feature algebras is exactly the subclass of interpretations 
of predicate logic that satisfy every constraint of FA. 

As a consequence of this proposition we inherit from predicate logic sound and 
complete deduction calculi for feature logic. 

Proposition 4.2. The set of unsatisfiable feature constraints is recursively enumerable. 

PROOF. A constrained 4 is unsatisfiable if and only if 7 4 is valid, that is, is 
satisfied by every feature algebra. Since the valid formulas of predicate logic are 
recursively enumerable and the class of feature algebras is axiomatizable in 
predicate logic, we know that the unsatisfiable feature constraints are recursively 
enumerable. •I 

Our interest in the following is to determine the computational complexity of 
deciding the satisfiability of constraints. It will turn out that in general the 
satisfiability of constraints is undecidable. However, for quantifier-free constraints, 
deciding satisfiability will be shown to be an NP-complete problem. Moreover, for 
constraints built from feature equations, divergences of the form fx t, negated 
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equations of the form s G 1, conjunctions, and existential quantifications we will 
exhibit a quadratic-time algorithm for deciding satisfiability. 

We will give a number of simplification rules that reduce constraints to equiva- 
lent ones having a simpler syntactic structure. To this purpose, we define four 
subclasses of constraints. 

A constraint is in existential preniw form (EPF) if it has the form 

3x, . . .3X,(4)> 

where n 2 0 and C#I (the matrti) is a quantifier-free constraint. 
A constraint is primitive if it has one of the following four forms: fs A t, fs t, 

s A t, s + t. 
A constraint is basic if it can be built from primitive constraints by conjunctions 

and disjunctions. 
A constraint is quasibasic if it is in EPF and its matrix is a basic constraint. 

Proposition 4.3. For every constraint in EPF one can compute in linear time an 
equivalent quasibasic constraint. 

The transformation algorithm verifying this proposition consists of three phases. 
The first phase eliminates implications and pushes down negations using the 
following equivalences: 

-IpsAqt-ps? Vqt? v 3x3y(psAx AqtGy r\xfy) 
if x # y and x and y are different from s and t, 

7(psT)-3x(ps=x) if x is different from s. 

The second phase eliminates all nonbasic paths: 

ps A qt -3x(ps g x A qt A x) if x is different from s and t, 
fps& t-3x(ps-x A fx- t) if x is different from s and t, 

pfsr -fst v 3x(fsAx Apxf) if x is different from s. 

The third and last phase pushes existential quantifiers upwards (the constraint 
[x/y]+ is obtained from 4 by replacing all free occurrences of the variable x 
with y>: 

3x(4) - 3y([ x/y]+) if y doesn’t occur in 4, 
3x(4) A 4 N 3x($ A $1 if x doesn’t occur in $, 
3x(4) v I) -3x(4 v $> if x doesn’t occur in $. 

This leads to EPF, since the preceding transformations don’t introduce universal 
quantifications and don’t introduce existential quantifications that are in the scope 
of a negation. 

The transformation of constraints in EPF to quasibasic form is the first step of a 
solution algorithm for constraints in EPF. For the further steps of the algorithm it 
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is convenient to get rid of the wrapping existential quantifications. This is possible 
by employing a finer notion of equivalence. 

Let I/ be a set of variables. Two constraints 4 and 4 are V-equivalent if the 
following two conditions are satisfied for every feature algebra 3: 

(1) if (Y is a solution of 4 in X, then there exists a solution p of 9 in 3 such 
that a and p agree on V; 

(2) if LY is a solution of I,/J in 3, then there exists a solution /3 of 4 in 3 such 
that (Y and /? agree on V. 

If 4 and $ are V-equivalent, then 4 is satisfiable if and only if I,!J is satisfiable. 

Proposition 4.4. Let 6 = 3x, * * . 3x,(1,/~) be a constraint, and Vbe a set of variables 
such that xi QA V for i E 1,. . . , n. Then 4 and +!I are V-equivalent. 

Proposition 4.5. For every finite set of variables V and every constraint in EPF one 
can compute in linear time a V-equivalent basic constraint. 

The first step in solving basic constraints is the elimination of disjunctions by 
transforming to a disjunctive normal form. To this purpose, we define a feature 
clause to be a finite, possibly empty set of primitive constraints representing their 
conjunction. Consequently, the solutions of a feature clause C in a feature algebra 
3 are defined as 

A feature clause is satisfiable if there is at least one feature algebra in which it has 
a solution. Two feature clauses C and D are equivalent if C”= DS for every 
feature algebra 3 The letters C and D will always denote feature clauses. 

The disjuncts of a basic constraint 4 are the feature clauses defined as follows: 

D[41:={{41) if 4 is a primitive constraint, 
D[+A@]:={CUDICED[$] A DED[$]}, 
D[4 v $1 :=D[41 u D[ILl. 

Clearly, a basic constraint has at least one disjunct and only finitely many. Note 
that the number of disjuncts of a basic constraint can be exponential with respect 
to its size. 

Proposition 4.6. Let 3 be a feature algebra. Then an S-assignment is a solution of a 
basic constraint if and only if it is a solution of one of its disjuncts. Hence a basic 
constraint is satisfiable if and only if one of its disjuncts is satisfiable. 

In the next section we will give a quadratic-time solution algorithm for feature 
clauses. Since every disjunct of a basic constraint can be obtained in nondetermin- 
istic polynomial time, the transformations of this section will yield that the 
satisfiability of constraints in EPF is decidable in nondeterministic polynomial 
time. 
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Proposition 4.7. Deciding the satisjiability of basic constraints is NP-hard, even if the 
constraints don’t contain atoms or features. 

PROOF. It is well known that deciding the satisfiability of propositional formulas in 
conjunctive normal form (CNF) is an NP-complete problem. We show the claim by 
giving a linear-time translation from propositional formulas in CNF to basic 
constraints such that a propositional formula is satisfiable if and only if its 
translation is a satisfiable constraint. For this translation we assume without loss of 
generality that propositional variables are variables in the sense of feature logic 
(syntactically, of course). Furthermore, we fix a variable x0 that is different from 
all propositional variables. Now we translate a propositional formula in CNF by 
replacing every positive literal x with x Ax0 and every negative literal 7 x with 
x+x,. 0 

5. SOLVING FEATURE CLAUSES 

A feature clause C is solved if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) every constraint in C has one of the following forms: fx A s, fx t, x A s, 
x +s; 

(2) if x A s is in C, then x occurs exactly once in C; 

(3) iffx&sand fxAtareinC,thens=t; 

(4) if fx T is in C, then C contains no constraint fx A s; 

(5) if x + s is in C, then x # s. 

Let 3 be a feature algebra and #J be a constraint. An &assignment (Y is called 
a principal solution of 4 in fl if LY E 4” and a(x) /p(x) for every /3 E 4” and 
every variable x. We will show that every solved feature clause has a principal 
solution in the feature-graph algebra 9. 

Let C be a solved feature clause. Then x += y e 3fx A y E C defines a 
binary relation +c on the variables occurring in C. We use +: to denote the 
reflexive and transitive closure of +c on the set of all variables. If s is a variable 
or an atom, then 

i 

(SJV if s is an atom, 

FG[s,C] := FG[t,C] if sk tEC, 

(s,{xftIfxk t E C A s 4; x}) otherwise 

defines a feature graph. 

Lemma 5.1. If C is a solved feature clause, then a(x) := FG[x, C] is a principal 
solution of C in F. 

PROOF. 

1. First we show that (Y is a solution of C in K 

1.1. Let fx As E C. Then x is the root of a(x), and xfs is an edge of a(x). 
Furthermore, it is easy to verify that FG[x, C], = FG[s, C]. Hence 
f %r(x)) = f F(FG[x, Cl> = FG[x, Cl, = FS[s, C] = ST 
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1.2. Let fx t E C. Then C contains no constraint fx A s or x As. Hence 
LY(X) = FG[x,Cl = <x,fl>, and consequently f9 is not defined on (w(x>. 

1.3. Let x As E C. Then (u(x) = FG[x, Cl = FG[s, C] = ~5 

1.4. Let x f s E C. Then C contains no constraint x L I or s A t. Hence x is 
the root of a(x), and s is the root of sz Since C is solved, we know that 
x #s. Hence a(x) #-ST 

2. It remains to show that LY is principal. Let p E C9, and let x be a 
variable. We have to show that (u(x) s~@P(x). To this purpose, let 13 be 
the function that maps every atom to itself and every variable x to the 
root of p(x). Because of Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that f3 maps the 
root of (Y(X) to the root of p(x), and that (0y)f(0s) is an edge of p(x) 
if yfs is an edge of (Y(X). 

2.1.1. Suppose the root of (Y(X) = FG[x, Cl is the atom a. Then C contains 
the constraint x A a. Hence Ba = a must be the root of /3(x). 

2.1.2. Suppose the root of (Y(X) is x. Then 0x is the root of p(x) by the 
definition of 0. 

2.1.3. Suppose the root of a(x) = FG[x,Cl is some variable y ZX. Then C 
contains the constraint x -y, and hence p(x) = p(y). Since By is the 
root of py by definition of 8, we know that By is the root of p(x). 

2.2. Suppose yfs is an edge of a(x) = FG[x, Cl. Then fy A s E C and hence 
fQxYN = SF Since By is the root of /3(y) and 0s is the root of SF, we 
know that (8ylf(es) is an edge of p(y). Since yfs is an edge of (Y(X), 
we know that either x +; y or there exists x A z E C such that z +z y. 
Hence there exists a path p such that pF(/3(x)) = P(y) since P E CT 
Thus p(y) is a subgraph of p(x), and hence (By)f(@s) is an edge of 
B(x). 0 

Let C be a feature clause. Then we use 

(1) [X/SIC to d enote the clause that is obtained from C by replacing every 
occurrence of the variable x with s; 

(2) s A t & C to denote the feature clause (s A t} u C provided s A t E C. 

Our solution algorithm for feature clauses attempts to transform feature clauses 
to solved form using the following simplification rules: 

(1) x~s&C-+x~s&[x/s]C if x occursin C and XZS; 

(2) a~x&C+x~a&C; 

(3) fxs&fx t&C+fx~s&s~t&&; 

(4) sAs&C-+C; 

(5) fu t & c + c; 

(6) u+x&C+x+u&C; 

(7) u+b&C-+C if u#b. 
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Proposition 5.2. Let C be a feature clause. Then: 

(1) if D is obtained from C by a simplification rule, then D is a feature clause that 
is equivalent to C; 

(2) there is no infinite chain of simplification steps issuing from C. 

PROOF. The verification of the first claim is straightforward. To show the second 
claim, suppose there is an infinite sequence C,, C,, . . . of feature clauses such that, 
for every i 2 1, Ci+r is obtained from Ci by a simplification rule. First note that 
every variable occurring in some Ci must also occur in C,, that is, simplification 
steps don’t introduce new variables. A variable x is called isolated in a clause C if 
C contains an equation x G s and x occurs exactly once in C. Now observe that no 
simplification rule decreases the number of isolated variables, and that the first 
simplification rule increases this number. Hence we can assume without loss of 
generality that the infinite sequence doesn’t employ the first simplification rule. 
However, it is easy to see that the remaining simplification rules cannot support an 
infinite sequence. 0 

A feature clause is called normal if no simplification rule applies to it. 

Proposition 5.3. For every clause one can compute in quadratic time an equivalent 
normal feature clause. 

PROOF. Let C be a clause. By the previous proposition we know that we can 
compute a normal feature clause D that is equivalent to C using the simplification 
rules. The simplification of C to D can be done in quadratic time by employing 
the simplification rules together with an efficient union-find method [l] for main- 
taining equivalence classes of variables and atoms. q 

A feature clause is called clash-free if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) C contains no constraint of the form fa A s or s + s; 

(2) C contains no constraint of the form a A b such that a # b; 

(3) if C contains a constraint fx t, then C contains no constraint fx As. 

Proposition 5.4. If a feature clause has a solution in some feature algebra, then it is 
clash-free. Furthermore, a feature clause is solved if and only if it is normal and 
clash-free. 

Let 4 be a constraint, x be a variable, and 3 be a feature algebra. Then 
d E D” is called a solution of x in 4 and X if there exists a solution (Y E 4” such 
that a(x) = d. Furthermore, d E D” is called a principal solution of x in 4 
and 3 if d is a solution of x in 4 and Z and d s:” e for every solution e of x in 4 
and 3. 

Theorem 5.5. Let C be a feature clause and Y be the feature-graph algebra. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) C has a solution in some feature algebra; 

(2) C has a solution in F, 

(3) C has a principal solution in 97 
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Furthermore, there is a quadratic-time algorithm that, given a clause C and a 
variable x, either returns fail if C has no solution or returns a principal feature-graph 
solution of x in C. 

PROOF. Follows from Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 and Lemma 5.1. 0 

Theorem 5.6. A constraint r#~ in EPF is satisfiable if and only if it has a solution in 
the feature-graph algebra 9. Furthermore, deciding the satisfiability of constraints 
in EPF is an NP-complete problem. Finally, there is an exponential-time algo- 
rithm that, given a constraint 4 in EPF and a variable x, returns finitely many 
solutions G 1,. . . , G, (n L 0) of x in 4 and Fsuch that for every solution G of x in 
do and Y there exists an i E 1, . . . , n such that Gi So G. 

PROOF. Follows from Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, Theorem 5.5, and Proposition 
4.7. 0 

Besides other things, the theorem says that for the satisfiability of constraints in 
EPF the feature-graph algebra is canonical, that is, as far as satisfiability is 
concerned it suffices to consider the feature-graph algebra. However, this does not 
hold for general constraints: 

Proposition 5.7. Let f and g be two distinct features. Then the constraint 

Vx(fxAx + gx&x) 

is satisfiable but has no solution in the feature-graph algebra 9. 

PROOF. It is clear that the given constraint has no solution in Y (assign the 
feature graph (x,{xfx)) to x). To show that the constraint is satisfiable, we 
construct a feature algebra 3 satisfying the given constraint as follows: 

D”:= {x) U (ala is an atom}, 

a”:= a for every atom a, 

f-@-z= ((x,x)} for every feature f. 0 

A feature algebra is called finite if its domain is a finite set. 

Corollary 5.8. A constraint in EPF is satisfiable if and only if it has a solution in 
some finite feature algebra, provided there are only finitely many atoms. 

PROOF. Let t_b be a satisfiable constraint in EPF whose matrix is C#J. Then 4 is 
satisfiable. By the preceding theorem we know that #J has a solution (Y in Y. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 4 contains at least one variable. 
Now we construct a finite feature algebra 3 as follows: 

D”:= (a7 a is an atom) 
u{Gl x occurs in 4 and G is a component of (Y(X)}, 

a/:= as for every atom a, 
f”:= f Yn (D3x D3) for every feature f. 
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From (Y we obtain a solution of 4 in .X by mapping all variables that don’t occur 
in 4 to arbitrary elements of D . 9 Hence I) has a solution in 3. 0 

6. FEATURE TERMS 

We now introduce a new form of expressions, called feature terms, that denote 
sets in feature algebras. Feature terms generalize Kasper and Rounds’s feature 

descriptions [23,39] and Ait-Kaci’s +terms [3,2,41. 
Here is the abstract syntax of feature terms: 

S,T+a atom 
X variable 
p :s selection 
Pt divergence 
Pk4 agreement 
PT4 disagreement 
I bottom 
T top 
S n T intersection 
S u T union 
7s complement 
3x(S) existential quantification 

The free variables of a feature term are defined as one would expect. A feature 
term is called closed if it has no free variables. In the following S and T will 
always stand for feature terms. 

Given a feature algebra .Y and an sassignment cy, the denotation Sd of a 
feature term S in 3 under (Y is a subset of D.a defined inductively as follows: 

(p : S)? ={d E Ds(3e E Sf: (d, e) =plaI, 

(p t)/={d E D”(Ve E D”: (d, e) Ep-“}, 

(p h q): = Id E Ds13e E D3: (d, e) opt fl qs}), 

(p t ;); 1 (d E Dx)3e, e’ E D”: (d, e) opt A (d, e’) E qL/ A e Z e’}, 

-@, 
TkzDS 

(S n Tp=S-+ T,“, 
(S u T)/ = S?” T,“, 

(7 S)f=D”- S,“, 

To use feature terms in constraints, we introduce a new constraint form called 
membership. A membership takes the form x : S, where x is a variable and S is a 
feature term. The solutions of a membership in a feature algebra ._Y are defined as 
follows: 
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Feature terms and memberships provide for an attractive syntax for the lexical 
rules of unification grammars. For instance, the constraint of the lexical rule 
V + sings of the grammar in Section 2 can be written equivalently as the 
membership 

tense : present 

pred : verb : sing 

agent pred J subj 

what pred J obj 

or, using variables to express agreement, 

tense : present 

verb : sing 

pred : agent : x v:3x3y i I. what : y 
X 

subj : [ 1 num : sg 

person : 3rd 

obj:y 

The feature terms above are written in matrix notation, which can be traced back 
to Kay’s functional unification grammar [24]. The feature terms given as the rows 
of a matrix are connected by intersections. 

We call two feature terms S and T equivalent (written S - T) if Sf= T,” for 
every feature algebra X and every sassignment LY. 

Most of the introduced feature term forms are redundant. Every feature term 
can be rewritten in linear time to an equivalent feature term containing only the 
forms 

a, x, f:S, SnT, YS, 3x(S) 

by using the following equivalences (E is the empty path): 

6:s - s, 
pf:S - f:(p:S), 

Pt N T(P:T), 
Pi4 - 3x(p:xnq:x), 

PT4 - 3x(p:xnq: 7x1, 
_L “Xl-llX, 
T - -1, 

SLIT N T(lSn 7T). 

Proposition 6.1. For every feature term one can compute in linear time an equivalent 
feature term containing only the forms a, x, f : S, S fl T, 7 S, and 3x(S). 
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Furthermore, every constraint containing memberships can be rewritten in 
linear time into a membership-free constraint by using the following equivalences 
in addition to the previous ones: 

x:a -x&a, 
. -x&y, 

x:&S; - 3y(fxAy A y:S) if y zx and y does not occur in S, 
x:SnT -x:S AXIT, 

x: 7s - 7(x:9, 
x : (3Y(S)) - 3y(x:S) if y#x, 

3x(S) - 3Y([X/YlS) if y does not occur in S. 

Proposition 6.2. For every constraint, one can compute in linear time an equivalent 
constraint not containing memberships. 

A feature term is quantifier-free if it contains no quantifications 3x(S). A 
feature term is basic if it is quantifier-free and contains only complements of the 
form 7 a or 7 x. Every quantifier-free feature term can be rewritten in linear time 
to an equivalent basic feature term by using the following equivalences: 

7p:s -pt up: 7s, 

TPf -p:T, 
lPJ9 “Pt ust ul,ts, 
lPf4 “P? U9f UPL9, 

11 -T, 
1T -1, 

7(S n T) -7Su--,T, 
T(S u T) -7Sn7T, 

77s -s. 

Proposition 6.3. For every quantifier-free feature term one can compute in linear time 
an equivalent basic feature term. 

A constraint is in EPFM (existential prenix form with memberships) if it has the 
form 3x, .. . 3x,($), where n 2 0 and 4 is a quantifier-free constraint possibly 
containing quantifier-free memberships. 

Proposition 6.4. For every constraint in EPFM one can compute in linear time an 
equivalent quasibasic constraint (not containing memberships). 

We show the claim by extending the algorithm verifying Proposition 4.3. The 
first phase of this algorithm eliminates implications and pushes down negations. 
We extend this phase by the equivalence 

7(x:S) -x:-Is 

and the equivalences given above for transforming quantifier-free feature terms to 
basic feature terms. 
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After all negations and complements have been pushed down, all memberships 
are eliminated by rewriting with the following equivalences: 

x:a -x&a, 
x:y -x&y, 

x:(p:S) - 3y(pxly A y:S) if y #x and y does not occur in S, 

x:pT N Pxt, 
x:(pLq) - px&qx, 
x:(p?q) ff 3y 3z(px-y A qxA.2 A yfz) 

if x, y, and z are pairwise distinct, 
x: I N x+x, 
x:T N x&_x 

x:SnT - x:S ‘A x:T, 
x:SUT -x:S vx:T, 

x:1y -x+y, 
x:-7a -x+a. 

Now the remaining two phases of the algorithm verifying Proposition 4.3 lead to 
quasibasic form. 

A feature term S is called coherent if there exists a feature algebra .Y and an 
&assignment (Y such that Sd# @. A feature term is called incoherent if it is not 
coherent. 

A feature term S is included in a feature term T (written S =S T) if S$c T,” 
for every interpretation ._Y and every sassignment LY. 

Coherence, inclusion, and equivalence of feature terms are linear-time re- 
ducible to each other: 

S incoherent e Ss I e S- I, 
S&T w S 17 7 T incoherent, 
S-T a SST A TsS. 

Furthermore, coherence of feature terms is linear-time reducible to satisfiability of 
memberships: If x is a variable not occurring in a feature term S, then 

S coherent m x : S satisfiable. 

Proposition 6.5. Deciding incoherence, inclusion, and equivalence of quantifier-free 
feature terms are co-NP-complete problems. 

PROOF. It suffices to show that deciding coherence of quantifier-free feature terms 
is an NP-complete problem. Because of Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 5.6 we know 
that the problem is in NP. The NP-hardness follows, since propositional formulas 
in CNF can be regarded as feature terms such that satisfiability becomes coher- 
ence (conjunction is regarded as intersection, disjunction as union, negation as 
complement, and propositional variables are regarded as variables of feature 
logic). 0 

A feature algebra is infinite if its domain is an infinite set. The feature-graph 
algebra 9 is infinite, since there are infinitely many variables and (x, @I and (y, @I 
are distinct feature graphs if x and y are distinct variables. We will now show that 
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one can compute for every feature term S a quantifier-free feature term T such 
that S and T are equivalent in every infinite feature algebra. 

A feature term is simple if it is basic and contains no unions. A feature term is 
in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it has the form S, LI * . . u S,, where S,, . . . , S, 
are simple feature terms. A basic feature term can be rewritten into DNF by 
pushing up the occurring unions with the following equivalences: 

Sn(TUU) N (SnT)U(SnU), 
(SuT)nU -(SnU)u(TnlJ), 

p:(SuT) - p:Sup:T. 

Together with Proposition 6.3 we have: 

Proposition 6.6. For every quantifier-free feature term one can compute an equivalent 
feature term in DNF. 

We use V(S) to denote the set of all variables occurring in the feature term S. 

Lemma 6.7. Let S be a simple feature term and x be a variable. Then one can 
compute in polynomial time a simple feature term T such that Y(T) = 3’(S) - Ix) 
and (3x(S))f= T,” f or every infinite feature algebra 3 and every 3-assign- 
ment (Y. 

PROOF. We start by defining the sets II:(S) and n;(S) of positive and negative 
paths to a variable x in a simple feature term S: 

n:(s) := fl if x 5E V(S), n;(s) := 0 if x@ V(S), 

n:(p:S):= I4P14 E rq(S)L n;cp : S) := blPl4 E rI,( S)}, 
II:@ n T) := II:(S) u II:(T), TI;(S n T) := rI;(S) u II;(T), 

n:(x) := (E), rI,(x> := 0, 
rI:<7 XI := @, rI,( 7 XI := {E). 

Now let S be a simple feature term, x be a variable, fl be an infinite 
interpretation, and cx be an &assignment. Obtain U from S by first replacing 
every subterm 7 x with T and then replacing every remaining x with T. Now we 
distinguish two cases: 

(1) II:(S) = @. Then (3x(S)):= U$, since .Y is infinite. To see this note that 

u (M- {a})” =M” 
lZGM 

for every set M having at least n + 1 elements (M” is the n-fold Cartesian 
product of M). 

(2) II:(S) = (p$‘& where m 2 1. Let II;(S) = IqiIl?I, and define 

T:= (unp, I p2 n . . . npl 1 P, npl t q1 n . +. npl t 4J. 

Then Clx(S))$= T$ 

Theorem 6.8. For every feature term S one can compute a quantifier-free feature term 
T such that Sf = T,” for every infinite feature algebra 3 and every 3-assign- 
ment o. 
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PROOF. It suffices to show that we can eliminate an innermost quantification. 
Hence we can assume without loss of generality that S = 3x(U), where ZJ is 
quantifier-free. By rewriting U to DNF (Proposition 6.6) we obtain simple feature 
terms U,, . . . , U, such that 

S = 3x(U) N 3X(U,Ll ..* LJU,) ff 3x(U,)Ll -.* U3X(U,). 

By using the transformation of the preceding lemma for every disjunct we obtain 
simple feature terms Vi,. . . , V, such that 

S$-=(V*u~~~uv,);p 

for every infinite feature algebra .X and every &assignment (Y. 0 

Corollary 6.9. For every closed feature term S one can compute a variable-free 
feature term T such that S$= T,” for every infinite feature algebra 3 and every 
&assignment a. 

Corollary 6.10. It is decidable whether for a feature term S there exists an sassign- 
ment CY such that SnF# @. 

PROOF. Let S be a feature term. By the preceding theorem we know that we can 
compute a quantifier-free feature term T such that ST= T,” for every sassign- 
ment (Y. Now let x be a variable that doesn’t occur in T. Then there exists an 
sassignment (Y such that Sr# fl if and only if x : T has a solution in $5 By 
Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 5.6 we know that is decidable whether x : T has a 
solution in F. 0 

7. SORTS 

In this section we extend our logic to include sorts. For our purposes, a sort is 
simply a symbol denoting a subset of the domain of a feature algebra. Equivalently, 
one can regard a sort as a unary predicate. Our sorts correspond to the concepts of 
terminological languages [28,33,34] and to the templates of the PATR-II system [46]. 
They are different from sorts in sorted logics in that we don’t exploit sorts to 
impose a well-sortedness discipline on formulas. 

From now on we assume an additional alphabet whose symbols are called sorts. 
Furthermore, we assume that the primitive feature terms T and I are sorts. A 
proper sort is a sort different from I and T . The letters A and B will always 
denote sorts. 

To accommodate sorts semantically, we assume that every feature algebra 3 
interprets every sort A as a set A”G D”, where TY=D” and l”=@. On a 
partial homomorphism y : .Y-+g we impose the additional requirement that 
y(d) EA% if y is defined on d and d E A? 

If there are proper sorts, the feature-graph algebra Y is no longer an admissi- 
ble feature algebra, since it lacks their interpretations. 

We extent the set of constraints by allowing for sort atoms of the form As 
having the solutions 

(AS)“= {cxEASS[~++A~}. 
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Furthermore, we extend the set of feature terms by stipulating that every sort is a 
feature term, where 

It is straightforward to extend our solution algorithm for constraints to sorts. All 
we have to do is strengthen the definition of clash-freeness by excluding clashes of 
the form As A -I As. To see that normal, clash-free feature clauses possibly 
containing sort literals are satisfiable, suppose that C is such a clause. Let D be 
obtained from C by deleting all sort literals. Then D has a solution (Y in some 
feature algebra 3 that doesn’t interpret sorts. We extend 3 to a feature algebra 
# interpreting sorts by 

A-J-= (SflAS E c). 

Now (Y is a solution of C in /, and hence C is satisfiable. 
From this argumentation it becomes clear that there are infinitely many exten- 

sions of the feature-graph algebra Y to sorts and that none of this extensions is 
canonical in the sense F is canonical for constraints not containing proper sorts. 
However, we still have that every satisfiable constraint has a solution in some 
extension of 5% 

Sorts become interesting if we add the possibility to define them. For instance, 
we may write the equations (here and in the following sorts are italicized to 
distinguish them from atoms) 

tense : present 

present 3rdsg A 
subj ’ 

num:sg , 

person : 3rd 11 
transitive A 

agent pred 4 subj 

what pred J obj 1 
and admit only those feature algebras that satisfy these equations (that is, interpret 
the sort on the left-hand side with the same set with which they interpret the 
closed feature term on the right-hand side). With these two sort equations the 
constraint of the lexical rule V + sings of the grammar in Section 2 can be written 
as the membership 

Such sort equations are in fact supported by the unification-grammar formalism 
PATR-II [46], where defined sorts are called templates. Sort definitions are a handy 
device for expressing lexical generalizations, which is important for large lexica. 

Sort equations are an essential ingredient of so-called terminological logics used 
for knowledge representations. Besides sorts and features, these logics also sup- 
port so-called roles, which are binary relations not required to be functional. For 
instance, one might have a role “child” relating persons to their children. Nebel 
and Smolka [34] survey terminological logics and discuss their relations to feature- 
based unification grammars. 
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Sort equations can also be expressed without feature terms, since A G S is 
logically equivalent to 

where the membership on the right-hand side of the equivalence can be rewritten 
as a constraint not containing feature terms. 

As long as a set 9 of sort equations is noncyclic (that is, no sort is defined with 
reference to itself), it is decidable whether a constraint C#J in EPF has a solution in 
at least one model of 9. To do this, we iteratively replace every defined sort in C$ 
by the feature term defining it. Let +a be the feature term eventually obtained 
from C$ this way. Then 49 contains no defined sort. Now we decide whether 4D is 
satisfiable ignoring 9. If there exists no feature algebra in which 4D has a 
solution, then there is certainly no feature algebra satisfying 9 in which +. has a 
solution. Otherwise, C#I~ would have a solution (Y in some feature algebra fl. By 
updating the interpretations of the defined sorts according to _C9, we would obtain 
a feature algebra g such that LY is still a solution of 4D, since 49 contains no 
defined sorts. Since x satisfies by construction every equation of -9, (Y is also a 
solution of 4 in 9. 

In the next section we will prove that in the presence of cyclic sort equations it 
is in general undecidable whether quantifier-free constraints have a solution in at 
least one model of the equations. 

A sort system is a partial function from proper sorts to closed feature terms. A 
feature algebra $ is a model of a sort system u if A”= a(A)” for every sort on 
which CT is defined. There are sort systems that don’t have a model, for instance, 
A 7-4. 

A feature term is definite if it is equivalent to a feature term 

3x, * *. 3x,(S), 

where S is quantifier-free and no sort in S occurs in the scope of a complement. A 
sort system u is definite if a(A) is a definite sort term for every sort A on which CT 
is defined. 

We will show that for every definite sort system u every feature algebra not 
interpreting sorts can be extended to a model of U, and that there is a unique 
minimal such model. The proof consists just of a straightforward application of the 
fundamental result of the theory of definite relations [13]. 

The base of a feature algebra is the feature algebra obtained by forgetting all 
sort interpretations. The following defines a partial order on feature algebras: 

.XQ :* 3 and J? have the same base and 
A”c A& for every sort A. 

Theorem 7.1, Let u be a definite sort system. Then, for every feature algebra 
N without sort interpretations, there exists a unique least model of u whose base 
is 3. 

PROOF. Follows from a theorem in [13], since u can be expressed equivalently as a 
definite set of equivalences Ax ++ C$ over feature logic without sorts. 0 

One consequence of this theorem is that a definite sort system uniquely defines 
least sort interpretations for every feature algebra without sorts. In particular, this 
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is the case for the feature-graph algebra Y. Ait-Kaci’s knowledge bases [2] are 
definite sort systems whose models are restricted to extensions of the feature-graph 
algebra Y. 

Rounds and Manaster-Ramer [40] show that there is a definite sort systems CT 
not involving variables, complements, or disagreements such that it is undecidable 
whether a sort denotes the empty set in the least model of (+ extending 9. Their 
result depends on the availability of feature terms with unions. 

As Ait-Kaci does in his $-term calculus [2], one can assume that a lattice 
ordering of the sorts is given, where I is the least and T is the greatest sort. In 
this case one admits only those feature algebras that interpret the infimum of two 
sorts A and B (their greatest lower bound in the lattice) as the intersection of the 
interpretations of A and B. The algorithms given in this paper for constraints 
without sorts can be easily extended to accommodate the sort lattice, and the 
complexity results shown here remain unchanged. For an elaboration of feature 
logic with sort lattices see 1471. 

8. TWO UNDECIDABILITY RESULTS 

In this section we show that the set of satisfiable constraints of feature logic is not 
recursively enumerable. Moreover, we show there are recursive sort equations such 
that it is undecidable whether a feature term denotes a nonempty set in at least 
one model of the equations. Both results are shown by coding the word problem of 
Thue systems, whose undecidability is well known. 

We start by defining a class of Thue systems that is convenient for our purposes. 
Let S be the set of all atoms and features, S” be the set of all words over S, and 

E be the empty word. Note that the words containing only features are exactly the 
paths we use in feature constraints. A Thue equation is a set {p,q) consisting of 
two distinct, nonempty paths. A Thue system is a finite set T of Thue equations. 
Every Thue system T defines a binary relation 

U-TW :a 3w,,w,~S*3(p,q) l T:u=w~pw~ A w=w,qw, 

on S*. We use -T to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of ++r on S*. It is 
easy to see that -T is an equivalence relation of S* satisfying 

U” T u’ A W-T w’ =+ uw -r u’w’. 

If T is clear from the context, we use isj to denote the equivalence class of a word 
w E S* with respect to -r. Since the paths in Thue equations are nonempty, we 
have E = {E) and Z = (a) for every atom a. 

Proposition 8.1. Suppose there are at least two features. Then there exists a Thue 
system T such that it is undecidable whether p wT q for two paths p and q (the 
so-called word problem of T). 

PROOF. It is well known that there exists a Thue system whose word problem is 
undecidable (see, for instance, [12] for a proof). Such an undecidable Thue system 
can be transformed into an undecidable Thue system meeting our specialized 
format. 0 
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Lemma 8.2. Let f, and f2 be two features, p, q E (fI,fJ*, and let T be a Thue 
system such that T contains no features other than fI and f2. Furthermore, let &- 

and hz be the feature constraints 

f,f*xJ A A uxwx 
(U,W)ET )I 

&I,4 = Vx(f,x 1 +Px &4x), 

where fi J, abbreviates 7 fx f (read: f defined on x). Then 

p”rq * every feature algebra satisfies drT --f +P,q. 

PROOF. Since c$~ and $p,4 are closed constraints, they are satisfied by a feature 
algebra 3 if and only if they have a solution in 3. 

*: Let p wT q, and let .Y be a feature algebra that satisfies c#J~. We have to 
show that 3 satisfies +p,4. Let A4 := D(ff). S ince 3 satisfies c&, we know that 
fIY and f2” are total functions from A4 to M, and that every equation (u, w) E T 
holds on M, that is, the functions r./ and wX agree on A4 and are total on A4 
(since u, w E IfI, fJ*). Since P, 4 E {fI, fJ* and p can be obtained from q by 
finitely many applications of the equations in T, we hence know that the functions 
pfl and q9 agree on M. Hence .Y satisfies c$,,~. 

=: Suppose every feature algebra satisfies 4T + +p,4. We have to show that 
p -T q. To this purpose we construct a feature algebra 3 as follows: 

D”:= S*/ mT (the quotient of S* with respect to -T), 

a4:=z= {a} for every atom a, 

C := { 51 a is an atom}, 

(ii,iq Ef6 0 UPC AE=fY for every feature f. 

It is easy to see that 3 satisfies +r+ Since 3 satisfies the implication +r + 4p,4 by 
assumption, we know that 3 satisfies +p,4. Thus p4 and q” agree on E (the 
equivalence class of the empty word), and hence 3 =p#(E) = q/(E) = q, which 
yields p -T q. 0 

Theorem 8.3. Zf there are at least two features, then the set of satisfiable feature 
constraints is not recursively enumerable. 

PROOF. Let T be a Thue system as required by the preceding lemma whose word 
problem is undecidable (exists by Proposition 8.1). Since the pairs (p, q) such that 
p -T q are recursively enumerable, we know that the pairs (p, q) such that p *T q 
are not recursively enumerable. Since we know by the preceding lemma that 

P*Tq * 7 ( $T + &,,,) is satisfiable 

provided p, q E {fI, f,}*, the satisfiable feature constraints cannot be recursively 
enumerable. 0 

A related problem is the satisjiability problem for the feature-graph algebra 91 Is 
it decidable whether a constraint has a solution in F? We conjecture that the 
satisfiability problem for SC is decidable. Evidence for this conjecture comes from 
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recent results [7,29,30] showing that related problems for the ground-term algebra 
and the algebra of rational trees are decidable. 

Next we show that coherence of feature terms with respect to models of 
recursive sort equations is undecidable. 

Lemma 8.4. Let B be a sort, b and c be two distinct atoms, and f,, f2, and h be three 
pairwise distinct features. Furthermore, let p, q E {fI, fJ*, and let T= {{pi qiIIF=, 
be a Thue system such that T contains no features other than f, and f2. Then 
p -r q if and only if the feature term 

Bnhp:bnhq:c 

denotes the empty set in every feature algebra satisfying the sort equation 

B A fl : B n fi : B npl J q1 n . . . npn J qn. 

PROOF. j:Letp-,q, and let ._Y be a feature algebra that satisfies the given 
sort equation. Furthermore, let d E B< Since b”# c”, it suffices to show that 
p3(d) = q”(d). This follows with similar argumentation to that in the proof of 
Lemma 8.2. 

e: Suppose the given feature term denotes the empty set in every feature 
algebra satisfying the given sort equation. We have to show that p -r q. To this 
purpose we construct a feature algebra 3 as follows: 

D”:= S*/ hT (the quotient of S* with respect to -r), 

a”:=z= {a} for every atom a, 

As:= D”-- {ala is an atom) for every proper sort A, 

(U,W) Ef5 w ii~B”r\ W=fu for every feature f # h 

h”(E) := 

1 

5 
if U=ji, 

if EEB”- {jj}, 
undefined otherwise. 

It is easy to verify that 3 satisfies the given sort equation. Hence we know by our 
assumptions that the given feature term denotes the empty set in 3. Since Z E BY, 
we thus know that hJ(pJ(E)> #b or hJ(qJ(E)) # Z. Since h-/(p-“(E)) = 
h/(E) = hJ($) = b, we know hJ(q3(E)) = hx((q) # T. Hence g =j?, which yields 
P-r-q* q 

Theorem 8.5. Suppose there are at least three features, two atoms, and one sort. 
Then there exists a sort equation E of the form 

AAf:Ang:Anp,Jq,n ... np,Jq, 

such that the feature terms of the form 

Anp:anq:b 

that denote a nonempty set in at least one model of E are not recursively 
enumerable. 

PROOF. Follows from the preceding lemma using a similar argument to that in the 
proof of Theorem 8.3. 0 
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Note that this undecidability results applies to variable-free feature terms 
without unions and complements. The undecidability is caused by the presence of 
agreements. By adapting techniques used in 1331 one can show that for variable-free 
feature terms not containing agreements or disagreements, coherence with respect 
to recursive sort equations is decidable. 

9. HISTORY AND RELATED WORK 

The first two feature-based unification-grammar formalisms were Kay’s functional 
unification grammar (FUG) [24,26,25] and Bresnan and Kaplan’s lexical-functional 
grammar (LFG) [17]. LFG uses context-free phrase-structure rules augmented with 
feature constraints interpreted in the feature-graph algebra. FUG, which to my 
knowledge has resisted full formalization so far, is based on recursive equations 
between feature terms. FUG doesn’t have phrase-structure rules, but instead has 
special constraints for establishing word order. Part of FUG has been formalized by 
Manaster-Ramer and Rounds [40]. 

LFG and FUG are rather different in that LFG employs feature equations inter- 
preted in the feature-graph algebra, while FUG relies solely on feature terms whose 
interpretation is left open. Correspondingly, the operational semantics of LFG was 
presented as constraint solving, while the major operation of FUG was outlined as 
feature-term unification. The exact relationship between feature equations and 
feature terms was first worked out in [47]. 

Ait-Kaci’s $-term calculus [3,2,4] is the first published formalization of feature 
terms. Ait-Kaci’s $-terms are feature terms without complements, agreements, and 
explicit quantification and are required to obey a rigid normal form. He defines by 
syntactical means a so-called subsumption ordering, which corresponds exactly to 
our inclusion ordering applied after closing the terms under existential quantifica- 
tion. Ait-Kaci shows that his subsumption ordering yields a lattice on the quotient 
of the set of all $-terms under equivalence. Furthermore, he gives an algorithm, 
called $-term unification, for computing the infimum of two $-terms in this lattice. 
Unification of two cF/-terms S and T corresponds to solving the constraint 

x:3S A x:3T, 

where 3s is obtained from S by quantifying all free variables existentially. 
Ait-Kaci also outlines the model-theoretic semantics for feature terms given in this 
paper, but he makes no attempt to show that his syntactic subsumption ordering 
and the semantic inclusion ordering coincide (which, in fact, they do). Ait-Kaci’s 
early work was inspired by work on semantic networks and, in particular, KL-ONE 

[6]. An important difference, however, between feature terms and the descriptions 
employed in KL-ONE is that KL-ONE mainly relies on many-valued (that is, nonfunc- 
tional) attributes called roles. 

Incidentally, when Ai-Kaci published his thesis [3] in 1984, Brachman and 
Levesque [5] published the by now standard semantics of KL-ONE, which models 
KL-ONE descriptions as set-denoting expressions and defines subsumption as set 
inclusion in all interpretations. 

In 1986, Kasper and Rounds [23,39] presented the first logical account of 
feature terms. They consider variable-free feature terms without complements and 
disagreements, and define a satisfaction relation between feature graphs and 
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feature terms. A feature graph satisfies a feature term in Kasper and Rounds’s 
logic if and only if in our logic the graph is an element of the terms’ denotation in 
the feature-graph algebra 9. Their work was inspired by FUG, which contributed 
the notion of a feature term, and Shieber’s work on PATR-II [46,44], which 
contributed the notions of feature graph and agreement (often called path equa- 
tions). 

In 1987, Ait-Kaci and Smolka [48] showed how feature-based inheritance 
hierarchies can be captured as algebraic specifications using order-sorted equa- 
tional logic. They realized that memberships can be equivalently expressed without 
feature terms by equational constraints and that unification of feature terms 
corresponds to constraint solving. 

In his thesis [16] published in 1987, Johnson develops a so-called attribute-ualue 
logic that has much in common with the feature logic presented here. Johnson 
considers only quantifier-free constraints and does not study feature terms. His 
logic is somewhat more general than ours in that he doesn’t model features as 
partial functions, but instead has an explicit application function. Hence the 
variables of his logic also range over features. Johnson proves that deciding 
satisfiability in his logic is an NP-complete problem. Johnson also formalizes a 
grammar formalism based on his logic that bears much resemblance to LFG. 

The present paper is an elaboration of previous work of the author 1471, which 
resulted from an effort to bring together the work of Ait-Kaci, Kasper and Rounds, 
and Johnson. 

The constraint-solving algorithm given here requires transformation into dis- 
junctive normal form, which will usually cause an exponential blowup in size. 
Kasper [22,21] and Dorre and Eisele [ll] have proposed better unification algo- 
rithms for feature terms that try to avoid pushing up unions as much as possible. A 
new constraint-solving method of Dijrre and Eisele [9] introduces so-called dis- 
tributed disjunctions and works on feature constraints rather than feature terms. 

Kasper [20] investigates the use of feature terms with implications (an implica- 
tion S -+ T is equivalent to T S u T) for modeling systems in systemic grammar. 
He outlines a unification method for these terms. 

Moshier and Rounds [31] study a feature-term logic that interprets negations 
intuitionistically. They prove that the satisfiability problem of this logic is 
PSPACE-complete. Dawar and Vijay-Shanker [8] investigate several possible inter- 
pretations of negation in feature terms using three-valued logic. 

The linguistic problem of so-called long-distance dependencies doesn’t have a 
satisfactory solution in unification grammars relying on the constraints discussed 
here. However, with so-called functional uncertainty constraints an elegant solu- 
tion is possible [191. A functional uncertainty constraint takes the form f*x A y 
and has the solutions 

(f% -y)“= ( LY~ASS[~]l3n2O:(f”)“(~(n)) =(u(y)), 

where f” is the path consisting of exactly n occurrences of the feature f. In 
general, it is open whether the satisfiability of conjunctions of feature equations 
and functional uncertainty constraints is decidable. Kaplan and Maxwell [18] give a 
decision algorithm for conjunctions satisfying a certain acyclicity condition. 

Another interesting extension is subsumption constraints making the subsump- 
tion preorder of feature algebras syntactically available. A subsumption constraint 
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takes the form x my and has the solutions 

(XL)‘)“= ((YEASS[u+(X) <:“(w(J’)}. 

Shieber [45] discusses the usefulness of subsumption constraints for dealing with 
coordination problems. Dijrre and Rounds [lo] show that the satisfiability of 
conjunctions of feature equations and subsumption constraints is undecidable. This 
problem is closely related to the semiunification problem for first-order terms, 
whose undecidability has been shown recently [27]. 

Yet another useful extension is roles, or set-valued features. Roles are symbols 
that are interpreted as set-valued functions 

rx: D”+ 2”“. 

Features can be seen as special roles that map every element of the domain either 
to the empty set or to a singleton. Syntactically, roles can be accommodated as 
follows: 

(srt)“= {~EASS[~]lt,4ErJ(sd)}. 

Furthermore, the following two constructs provide for the use of roles in feature 
terms: 

(Vr(S))c= {dud-+” r,S”,)} 

(ih(s))~= {d~D~l#(d) nS<#fl}. 

As in predicate logic, these role quantifiers are complementary, that is, Vr(S) is 
equivalent to ~3r(~ S>. We call generalized feature terms with role quantifiers 
concept descriptions. Variable-free concept descriptions are employed in so-called 
terminological logics that developed from the knowledge-representation language 
KL-ONE [61. Nebel and Smolka [34] give a survey of terminological logics and 
discuss their relation to feature logics. Nebel’s monograph [33] is a thorough 
exposition of terminological logics. Deciding coherence of variable-free concept 
descriptions built from sorts, intersections, complements, and role quantifications 
is a PSPACE-complete problem [42]. Hollunder [14] has shown that the coherence 
of variable-free concept descriptions (built with the constructs introduced so far) is 
decidable. Schmidt-SchauB [41] has shown that the generalization of the agree- 
ment construct to roles results in undecidability of the inclusion relation. 

Rounds [38] investigates a generalization of feature graphs that accommodates 
set-valued edges. 

The integration of PROLOG-like logic programming with feature-constraint 
languages seems to be a promising line of research. Language proposals based on 
this idea are LOGIN [4] and GIL [32]. The theoretical foundations for this kind of 
languages are given by feature logic and the constraint-logic programming model 
[l&13]. 

I’m grateful to Hassan Alit-Kaci for arousing my interest in feature descriptions during my stay at MCC 
in July of 1986. When I joined the LILOG project of IBM Deutschland in Stuttgart in January 1988, 

Giinther G&z and Hans Uszkoreit were patient enough to give me some idea of what is going on in 
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computational linguistics. Hans Uszkoreit’s STUF formalism [SO] provided me with the challenge to 

capture some of it in logic. Many discussions with Jochen Diirre, Markus Hiihfeld, and Bill Rounds 

helped me in working out the ideas leading to this paper. 
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